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Our fair trade program, granted homes to 100
workers and their families

Daabon’s banana workers benefited by the
FLOTRABAN-C.I. La Samaria housing plan
By Fair News Team

in the Campana Nuevo municipality near Dibulla, north
of Colombia.

Important goals achieved

W

ith a cost of more than 800 thousand dollars,
(about 1500 million pesos), we recently
inaugurated a new development that benefits
100 workers from C.I. La Samaria S.A./DAABON and
their families. The resources came from CHF international,
through the Social Action program led by the presidency,
FLOTRABAN (Banana Workers Association), Local Dibulla
mayor and The Governor of the La Guajira Department.
The new neighborhood called “Shangri-La Villas” is located

It is worth mentioning that 70% of the new homeowners
were initially displaced by violence from their original
places of birth. They are part of the decreasing population
that the La Guajira Department receives every year, as a
collateral of poverty and violence. We are now making that
some of them, workers of the Don Alberto, Dona Carmen,
Rosa Paulina, Las Mercedes and El Pozo Farms look up to
a decent place to live with sanitation and parks.

Daabon group committed towards
a cleaner production

Continues page 3

By Naomi Mapstone – Andean Reporter

(From the Financial Times, London /).
Published: December 3 2009 11:13

W

alter Ritzel is surveying a putrid, Olympic
swimming pool-sized pond of rotting palm
fruit debris at the Tequendama palm oil plant
in Colombia’s far north, with a look of almost paternal
pride. “We are going to turn this,” he says, raising his hand
enthusiastically over the gently simmering brown foam, “into
Euros”.

Anaerobic Lagoon- Tequendama
Extraction Mill

Continues page 4
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MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT
Group Industry and Agriculture

DAABON ORGANIC

DAABON foresees the best development
potential in the year 2010
By Mr. Alberto Dávila Diaz Granados

I

n many ways, 2009 was a challenging
year for most of us dealing with
international commerce. In one
way or another, we have been affected
by the changes brought about by the
global financial crisis. DAABON is no
exception and it has required great effort
on our part to adjust our organization
to this changing reality. In addition, our
Company continues to experience growth,
and with this growth we are confronted
with newer and bigger challenges. We
have invested a great deal of time and
resources in preparing our corporate
structure to meet the requirements of
our current scale. As we interact with
new and different stakeholders, we
have encountered support as well as
criticism; both are equally accepted and
appreciated; we greet both as they have
help us strengthen our beliefs, who we
are and what we do. This is considered a
normal process towards consolidating the
robust and mature corporative culture
we seek to share with all DAABON team
members.
The values and traditions that stand
as pillars of this Company culture are
growing with our everyday efforts; they
lie deeply rooted in our family and date
back to several generations. In the long
term, it is only through our commitment
to these values, our work ethic and
concrete positive actions that we may
respond to those who attempt to portray
a different image of our Company. In this
respect, let me reassure you all that we will
continue to work hard in the sustainable
development of our communities and
our land in the Santa Marta region, while
delivering high quality, environmentally
friendly and safe products to our
customers worldwide. This is why we

are proud of being the first company to
successfully implement the Smallholder
Alliances
Scheme;
farmers
that
previously had their stability and hope
quite uncertain. Also high in our agenda
was the association that FLOTRABAN
–our own workers organization-, CHF
International, The Guajira Governors
Office, Social Action of the Presidency,
the Dibulla municipality Mayor; on
which 100 houses were finished and
delivered to their owners, last Jan 14.
This is dream came true for them, their
families, and us.
In this fashion, let me reinstate that we
will continue working on the increasing
sustainable development of our Northern
coastal region and the Santa Marta
workforce. Only achievable through
high, auto-imposed environmental
standards, counting on the complete
trust that our clients have deposited on
our system.
As we move into 2010, Daabon is prepared
to meet the expectations and demands
of consumers worldwide concerned with
how we should all respond to aid our
ailing planet. The green revolution will
continue to gain strength over industries
that have dominated capital markets in
recent years. Leading the way in the
development of cleaner and more energy
efficient products in tune with the reality
our future generations will face is our
responsibility. Sustainability in action
will preserve the natural wealth of Santa
Marta and its beautiful Sierra Nevada,
and be an example for others to emulate
with regards to responsible and clean
development schemes. I look forward to
another enriching year ahead of us.
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Our fair trade program, granted homes to 100
workers and their families
From page 1

By Fair News Team

W

e are proud of
the achievements
that the company
and the workers have
accomplished, thanks to the
Fair Trade scheme; system
we feel fully committed
and identified with. These
types of social development
practices are highly needed
in our surrounding region,
taking into consideration
that this area has been
haunted by violence and
terrorism.
T h e DAABON G ro u p
holds its commitment with
the social responsibility
of improving the living
conditions of its workforce;
believing that the people
work harder and better
when they have a home they
can relate to. One of our
philosophies aligned into the
creation of FLOTRABAN, a
fair-trade scheme that uses
resources from every box
exported since 2004. The
purpose is to grow socially
as a community with every
dollar spent.

Other investments
The C.I La Samaria
and FLOTRABAN joint
investments total over 200
thousand dollars, and have
achieved amongst others, a
water sanitation system and
an electrical supply system
that have benefited all of
our workers. Finally over 15

Mr. Juan de Dios Mendoza and his family, minutes before
receiving their house on January 14th.

Mr. Juan de Dios Mendoza
and his family, minutes
before receiving their house
on January 14th.

thousand dollars more have
been used for education
exclusively, these funds are
allocated every year per
worker.

Opportunities
given to the native
workforce

The DAABON
Group holds its
commitment
with the social
responsibility of
improving the living
conditions of its
workforce

DAABON,
faithful
to
its
Organic
agriculture
model and to the fairtrade commerce scheme,
consolidates its productive
model fundamentally
maintaining its focus in
alternative production with
holistic approach; on which
human, ecology, society,

culture and economy
coincide.
This said, it is considered
that labor participation
in our daily tasks is vital,
emphasizing on native
Colombians where Mestizos
and Colonos unite, we
preserve local values and
historic traditions.
In the Shangri-La complex,
located in La Guajira, we
have opened at least 900
workplaces, not including
the ones generated in other
areas
of
development.
We have the pleasure of
hosting 40 Wayuu native
Colombians, they have
been trained in banana
production without altering
their customs or traditions.
These team members, plus
a translator, are transported
daily between their shelters
and the company site.
This is the result of a
goal oriented directives,
managers, techs and
workforce, compromised
with the production
of healthy, ecologically
sound and sustainable
consumables.

Group of native americans hired by C.I. La Samaria with Mr. Ruben Caballero (in
a hat) and Carlos Ochoa, both from DAABON
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DAABON group committed
towards a cleaner production
By Naomi Mapstone – Andean Reporter

T

he gas that is giving this
pond its fizz is methane,
and Colombia’s palm
oil producers have found a
way to turn it into almost
010m a year in extra revenues
through carbon trading.
Banding together to create the
first sectorial project under
the United Nations’ Clean
Development
Mechanism
(CDM), they reckon each ton
of methane they mitigate will
be worth around 13.75 in
certified emissions reductions
credits (CER’s).
Thirty-two palm producers,
about 80 per cent of the
Colombian industry, have
agreed to cut 757,000 tons
a year of methane emissions,
and harness residual emissions
to create up to 200 megawatts
of renewable energy.
While the CDM has grouped
together similar projects in the
past, this is the first time an
industry sector has created a
project with a shared baseline
reduction in emissions, says
Thomas Black, executive
director of the Bogota-based
Andean Centre for Economics
in the Environment. “This is
one of the largest methane
reduction projects in the
world,” says Mr Black. “Here
we have a major economic
sector that is going to cut
emissions, switch to renewable
energy and have enough
capacity left over to sell back
to the national grid.”
The fact that such change
is emanating from the palm
industry, which the United
Nations cites as the main
driver of deforestation in
Indonesia and Malaysia, is
counter-intuitive.
With palm oil present in
up to half the foodstuffs
found on UK supermarket
shelves, environment group
Greenpeace
estimates
a
doubling of palm demand
from 2000 levels by 2030,
and a tripling by 2050.
Colombia’s palm industry,
small compared with Indonesia
and Malaysia, has also been
blighted by the seizure of
hundreds of thousands of acres

former agricultural land.

from small Afro-Colombian
farmers by paramilitary forces
in the remote state of Chocó
in the late 1990s.

“The production and use of
biodiesel from palm oil on
deforested peat lands in the
tropics can lead to significant
increases in greenhouse gas
emissions - up to 2,000
per cent or more when
compared with fossil fuels,”
says a recent report by the
United Nations Environment
Program. “However, a positive
contribution to greenhouse
gas emissions can arise if the
palm oil or soy beans are
instead grown on abandoned
or degraded land.

Palm producers moved into
the area soon after, and it
was not until January 2008
that an investigation was
launched into 23 companies
accused of having links
with paramilitaries. Nine
companies have since been
ordered to return land to
farmers, and investigations
into alleged homicides and
land seizures continue.
Fe d e p a l m a , C o l o m b i a ’ s
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to receive CDM credits, by
June next year.
“We see a great opportunity
to close the circle,” Manuel
Davila, Daabon´s commercial
vice-president, told the FT.
“We are turning contaminated
gases into money … we save
energy, we get the [credits],
so everybody’s happy.” He
estimates the investment will
pay for itself within two and a
half years. Mr. Davila has also
made unwitting carbon offset
traders out of some 500 small
landholders who sell their
palm fruit to his company.

Panoramic of the Tequendama extraction mil and farm,
hosting the methane capture project

With palm oil present in up to half the
foodstuffs found on UK supermarket
shelves, environment group
Greenpeace estimates a doubling of
palm demand from 2000 levels by 2030,
and a tripling by 2050.
”In the sweaty confines of the
Tequendama processing plant,
Daabon, the country’s biggest
producer of organic palm oil,
is putting that theory to the
test. It is investing $2.5m in
converting its waste water
treatment ponds and building
a plant to transform the
captured emissions into clean
electricity. It expects to be the
first of Colombia’s producers

producer representative body
requires its members to refrain
from clearing rainforest and
use only former agricultural
land, a crucial point in the
debate over palm. While
groups such as Friends of
the Earth maintain there is
no such thing as sustainable
palm, others such as WWF are
attempting to create a market
for certified palm grown on

4

Alfonso
Cahuana,
who
switched from growing rice
to palm on his 10ha farm
outside Aracataca, birthplace
of Nobel prize-winning author
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, is
tickled by the idea of foreign
investors paying for waste
water. “Palm is very efficient
for me, especially now that I
am older. It will pay for my
retirement,” he says.
Mr Black, meanwhile, sees
potential for palm growers
elsewhere, or other heavyemitting sectors, such as the
coal industry, to adopt the
model once they see that it
is possible to gain full market
value for the Cers.
Continues page 12
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Smallholders were granted the organic
certification in December 2009
By Fair News Team

Mrs. Buenaventura Martinez, Coopalbongo Manager, receiving his
Organic certificate by Mr. Guillermo Barrios, Alliance Division Manager

Producer Ricardo Barrios, receiving his Organic certification
with Ms. Kelly Altahona- Palmalianza Manager

A

fter 10 years of constant work, 137 families in
the Reten, Aracataca and Pivijay areas decided to
become palm oil producers and grouped into 5
organizations legally constituted with permanent help
from the DAABON group. Not only did they become palm
growers but 5 years later they expanded their process into
an organic certified one.

certifying the alliances was completely assumed by C.I.
Tequendama S.A. from the DAABON Group.

Not only did they become palm growers but
5 years later they expanded their process
into an organic certified one.

Those humble, but very strong producers accepted every
audit that Ecocert International had to do for 4 consecutive
years. The last complete audit was done on June 2009 and
inspection sought every corner of every farm, registry
and documents. On December, they gladly accepted the
corresponding certificates according to the CE-834/2007,
CE-889/2008, NOP and JAS regulation. The cost of

In December 2009, these same 5 associations, represented
by their second level representation –PalmaAlianzas-,
received the first honor place as a best managed association
in the Atlantic Coast Region and third national place on
the same grounds. The recon was given by USAID, Accion
Social of the Presidency and FEDEPALMA

Receiving Center for Alliances Division
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New Japanese cabinet looks into
regulating transfat contents in food labels
By Juan Pablo Campos
Managing Director - Daabon Organic Japan Co., Ltd.

W

hile in most developed countries Governments
have been actively regulating transfat contents in
food labels or simply banning them, until now the
Japanese Government has not been paying much attention to
this important health issue.
However, a recent change in the ruling Party seems to be
bringing along some winds of change. Prime Minister
Hatomaya’s State Minister in charge of Consumer Affairs,
Ms. Mizuho Fukushima, announced last November 24th at
a Cabinet Meeting Press Conference, that the Government
had decided to look into legislating in favor of a mandatory
transfat content disclosure on all processed foods in Japan.
Although it is expected for the local oil refiners and margarine
producers to oppose the measure, the Government intends to
move this forward in the new years’ legislative calendar. Food
manufacturers and the massively large food service industry
have started to inquire about options.
Daabon’s transfat free organic and sustainable palm oil
products are sure to have an interesting year in 2010. Our
sales of Fresh Press and Organic Mountain retail tubs keeps
showing steady increase during the end 2009 and beginning
of 2010 season.

DAABON Japan publicity brochures

Daabon – Sassaroli are jointly supplying
refined oils from Argentina

D

By Juan Pablo Campos
Managing Director - Daabon Organic Japan Co., Ltd.

ue to an increasing demand of organic HO Sunflower
and Soybean oils and oil blends from diverse markets
around the world, Daabon Group and Sassaroli
Agribusiness have jointly developed a program to supply
oils directly from Argentina starting with the current 2010
harvest. Argentina has been a long time supplier of these
crude oils to the world. However, this will be the first time
that refined oils will be sourced from origin in different bulk,
food service and retail packaging.
Daabon will continue to blend these oils with its own palm
olein at its Santa Marta refinery, to feed a growing Asian
organic baby formula market.
Although 2010 will only mark the beginning of this program,
we are committed to develop a sustainable alliance with
growers and processors under Sassaroli’s guidance to meet
the expectations of our customers. These oils, as it is the case
with our own palm products, are certified organic under NOP,
EU, JAS and the new Korean Organic Standard.

These oils, as it is the
case with our own
palm products, are
certified organic under
NOP, EU, JAS and the
new Korean Organic
Standard.

DAABON Japan publicity brochures
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In spite of the growing competition, DAABON
distinguishes itself in the Japanese organic
banana market

Organic banana sold in the U-Coop
market in Japan
By Juan Pablo Campos
Managing Director - Daabon Organic Japan Co., Ltd.

A

s in many other parts of the
world, Japanese retailers will
remain price sensitive in their
sourcing policy throughout 2010.
Compared to a few years ago, new
origins and many more importers or
organic bananas share the stage to
compete for the same accounts.
In this competitive environment, it is
harder to stand out and continue to grow
import volumes and market share. As
much as supermarket buyers demand
the lowest sourcing price, consumers
are more and more demanding about
taste, environmental policy and social
standards of their preferred banana
supplier. Fortunately for us, despite
the increasing competition, no other
supplier can fully respond to consumer
expectations as Daabon is able to.
During 2009, two new important
Japanese Consumer Cooperatives
chose our product over competitors:
GPS Pal System and Kanagawa UCoop. Daabon’s Organic Mountain
brand is well positioned among

To the same extent, for us at
Daabon Group, customers
such as U-Coop who value
our efforts and support
our certifications including
Ecocert Fair Trade are of
outmost importance. With
the resources obtained from
the Ecocert Fair Trade
core organic, environmentally and
socially conscious consumers. Beyond
the certifications we have been
able to attain, Japanese Consumer
Cooperatives deeply scrutinize our
interaction with communities, as well
as how we establish new plantations
with regards to the environment. It
usually takes a year for a Cooperative
to decide on a new supplier.
During this time, in addition to
detailed data collection, it is necessary
for a Cooperative representative to
inspect the plantations in person. Our

7

vertically integrated operation from
compost production all the way to
import and deliver in Japan gives our
customers a strong sense of reassurance
and transparency.
No other grower is present in the
market working on building and
strengthening ties with our distributors
and customers, and that certainly
makes a difference in a culture where
personal relationships are greatly
valued. To the same extent, for us at
Daabon Group, customers such as
U-Coop who value our efforts and
support our certifications including
Ecocert Fair Trade are of outmost
importance.
With the resources
obtained from the Ecocert Fair Trade
premium we are contributing to the
construction of new housing for over
450 families in the Guajira region.
Even though we expect a challenging
2010, we are confident we will continue
to grow our distribution in this strategic
Asian market and thus continue to
enhance the living conditions of our
people in Colombia.

Daabon leads way on company IT and
communication technology in Colombia

FROM COLOMBIA

By Henry Varela Rossi – IT Manager /
DAABON Group

S

tarting in late 2009,
and after a year of
execution, DAABON
is now using the German
based,
SAP
system;
the
biggest
company
management
Software
Company in the world.
SAP (Services, Applications
and Production) automates
financial, HR and logistics
inputs, integrating in such
a way that information is
always shared in between.
Above all, SAP handles
and allows management
applications focused on
project administration and
databases.
The
implementation
process was done joining
the different areas into
interdisciplinary
groups,
with
full
commitment
on behalf of the Senior
Managing staff. Functional
and technical meetings
were held and a complete
overview of the processes
had to be identified to
standardize
operations
that fed the SAP. At the
end, a foolproof model was
built to keep the company
information
safe
and
consolidated permanently.
Today, DAABON relies on

SAP functional models, recently
purchased by DAABON

SAP (Application, Product and
Services) automates the financial, HR
and logistics, integrating in such a way
that information is always shared in
between.

applications
exclusively
dedicated to Selling and
Di s t r i b u t i o n , Q u a l i t y
Control, Production Costs,
Stock and Inventories,
Industrial
Maintenance,
Finances, Cost Control,
and Human resources; all
of them working together,
avoiding
process
and
information duplication.

tool into its system, the
QuikView
tool.
This
program allows a real life
control of the processes,
where every manager can
evaluate their performance
and base their decision
making process.

Consequently to the SAP
implementation, DAABON
also
installed
another

Another benefit that the
SAP program offers is the
capacity of growing with the
company, saving time and
money, since new modules
can be added without the
inclusion
of
expensive
management
platforms,
this relates directly into our

we are able to
offer our clients
a quality product,
100% traceable
and delivered
on time, backed
up by the best
technology
Production report gathered from the
SAP system
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mission and vision since
growth and expansion is
part of our continuous
operation.
At the same time that SAP
was bought, the company
acquired
the
SIAGRI
program (exclusively for
Agricultural management),
authored by Biosalc. This
tool gives us the capability
of controlling and planning
field work vs. production.
Additionally, SAP and
SIAGRI are compatible,
so they share information,
increasing the strength
between the production
and value chain. One of
our main concerns is to
offer perfect tradability,
which we do permanently.
With both of these tools,
we are able to offer our
clients a quality product,
100%
traceable
and
delivered on time, backed
up by the best technology
available,
maintained
through the leadership
that DAABON is holding.
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Daabon first organic banana producer following
U.K. standard Pas 2050

Weight and Calibration of Premium Organic banana
in the Shangri-La Farm (Don Alberto)
By Astrid Duque Senior Executive Daabon UK

C

limate change is caused by emissions
of CO2 and other greenhouse
gases leading to unpredictable
extremes of weather. DAABON believes
this is a very important issue, as a result
has decided to commit voluntary to work
towards Carbon Emission Neutrality by
2012. Its Sustainability Department,
adopted a strategy in 2007 that includes 1.
Calculating its GHG outputs, 2. Reducing
its avoidable emissions, and 3. Offsetting
those considered unavoidable.
DAABON first completed its first carbon
emissions for organic bananas for the

Japanese market in January 2008. The
process involved engaging on a B2C
(Business to Consumer Scheme) with
one of the major Japanese retailer and the
Mizuho Information and Research Institute
based in Tokyo. The work followed a set
of guidelines and criteria announced by
the Government – METI (Ministry of
Economics, Trade and Industry).
Felipe Guerrero Director of Sustainability
commented: “For this specific scenario,
383 gr. of CO2 eq. are emitted per 600 gr
of product sold retail, meaning 1.56 gr. of
CO2 eq. per every gram of fresh product.
Refrigeration and distribution account for
more than 50% of the final results”.Based
on theses initial outcomes, DAABON
implemented
specific
actions
and
reoriented previous operating procedures
at each of our production units in Santa
Marta.
In 2009, DAABON assessed its emissions,
for a second time, using a more widely
recognized standard such as PAS 2050
http://www.carbon-label.com/business/
pas2050.htm . “Measuring our carbon
emission has been a tough journey, not just
because there is not an standard accepted
by all markets, but also due to the lack

of information to benchmark our results”
Astrid Duque DAABON’s UK executive
said.
DAABON has been the first organic banana
producers to join a pilot project in the
UK to measure its emissions using LCA’s
(Life Cycle Analysis) following PAS2050
standard. The project was directed by UKAS
in conjunction with SGS UK, BRE Global
Ltd, BUREAU VERITAS Certification UK
Ltd, Carbon Label Company, Complete
Integrated Certification Services, Lloyd’s
Register Quality Assurance Ltd (LRQA).
DAABON’s pilot for the organic bananas
was directed by SGS UK between MayDecember 2009.
The final results will be presented in a
report to each of DAABON clients; the
company believes these results are useful
towards the emission control programs
undertaken by each of its clients.

Daabon Organic is doing
its share to tackle climate
change, its aim is “to
become carbon neutral by
2012”

How PAS 2050 is helping DAABON
1.

It is helping to identify emissions reduction opportunities ad their relative 		
importance in the product’s lifecycle

2.

Facilitating the evaluation of alternative product configurations, operational and 		
sourcing options on the basis of their impact on product GHG emissions.

Organic banana packing labours

3.

Providing a benchmark for measuring and communicating emissions reductions
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Daabon strengthens its coffee commercialization
and exporting processes through ECOBIO with
the acquisition of a new coffee mill
By Delfín Balaguera - Manager of Specialty Coffees Daabon

W

ith the compromise of always
having the best
service, high quality standards and full client satisfaction, the DAABON Group
(ECOBIOCOLOMBIA
LTDA) combined efforts
with the AGROBERLIN
Group and has ventured
into creating AGROECO as
a previous step in acquiring
the MOKA mill located in
Santa Marta.
Through AGROECO, coffee from DAABON and
Agroberlin’s farms, located
in the Sierra Nevada de
Santa Marta are gathered
and processed. These farms
are:
DAABON
owned
and
operated:
Tolima,
La Sierrita and Kyoto;
Agroberlin owned and operated: Las Cabañas and
Agroberlin. Further, coffee
gathered by the KOGUIS
AND ARUHACO (native
Colombians) is also stocked
through the existing alliances
that ECOBIOCOLOMBIA
had established previously. It is worth mentioning
that the coffee produced in
this region for decades has
been recognized as one of
the world best; highly ap-

preciated in the stringent
Japanese market.

Quality and
Fulfillment

With this new mill acquisition and the AGROECO
venture in place, traceability is further guaranteed
since it will only process
special coffees, using high
end equipment and qualified labor. This condition
is crucial on the different
stages and controls that our
input undergo.
We expect the delivery time
to be much shorter, agility on the administrative
processes, and an upgrade
on the traceability of our
product.

Social Contribution
on job generation
With the venture, actually
managing the 2009-2010
harvest, we have managed
to increase the income of
20 head-of-family women
that work as classifiers on
the manual coffee selection;
as a complement more than
six experts and 7 temps
have been selected to increase the expertise on the
plant. This contributes to

Organic coffee sampling

the decrease in unemployment rate, thus increasing
work standards around the
region.
All said, AGROECO has set
itself a clear mission and
the responsibility falls on

DAABON and Agroberlin
to supply and manage excellent coffee delivered in
Asia, Europe, Australia and
the United States.

Classification of coffee done by a group of women
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The new organic and sustainable oil
products from Daabon’s estates
By Hernando Chavarro – Manager /
Tequendama Refinery

T

r a d i t i o n a l l y, t h e
refined
oil
palm
process is conducted
over an R2 fractioning
plant; palm estearin and
olein. With both of these
components, and the pure
RBD, we produce mixtures
known as shortenings; used
widely in bakeries, breading
and mixed consumables.
Since
2008,
DAABON
has included, through the
Tequendama Company, a
new R3 type fractioning
plant, through which a
whole array of new mixtures
is available. With this new
upgrade in processing and
technology, the refinery
is capable of producing
a numerable amount of
mixtures and fractions that
will satisfy any customer
needs, without sacrificing
the traditional mixtures.

soups, chocolates, ice creams,
soaps, candles and breading.

In the new portfolio, we are
offering three new types of
estearin ranging in hardness;
use from margarines, instant

This same way, and with the
same quality that the products
above are produced, the new
fractioning plant processes

State of the art technology used in the Organic palm
fractioning process

an ideal substitute for Cocoa
butter from kern oil, this
input has a high demand
and an important use in the
chocolate industry.
The olein, liquid fraction

of the palm oil, is a stable
frying supplement, with high
yields and has the ability not
to change the flavors of the
foods. With this oil, a great
substitute of any actual
consumable oil.

Automatic packing and sealing of oil palm derivatives in the
Tequendama Refinery
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Daabon Deutschland strengthens
operations to consolidate in 2010
By Hildegard Rikert – Manager DAABON
Deutschland GmbH

Exhibitions
In 2009 DD participated successfully
in 4 international exhibitions
in Germany with an own stand:
Fruitlogistica in Berlin, Biofach in
Nürnberg, Anuga in Cologne, and
FI in Frankfurt. DD took the chance
to improve the name recognition,
network the customer relations, and
find new business partners. Now,
at DD, preparations for the next
exhibitions, taking place in February
2010 (Fruilogistica and Biofach) are
already at work.

Visit Colombia
New offices at Daabon Deutschland

T

he year 2009 is nearly over
now and it was a remarkable
year for Daabon Deutschland
GmbH in many respects.

Office
Already in 2008 it became obvious
that a strange problem would arise
in connection with the changed and
extended team at DD and which
had to be solved urgently: Too little
space for offices, so that even the
visitor’s room and the kitchen were
converted into provisionary offices.
Beginning 2009 the necessary steps
were taken to improve the situation:
An extension to the building was
done, additional office rooms were
created; the result is perfect! Finally
enough space and the very well
equipped workplaces care for the
right work-motivation.

SAP Business One
The implementation of new economic
software, SAP, at DD cared for a
dramatic cut in the hitherto existing
working life. Of course, it was not
possible to implement the same R/3
system like the one in Colombia into
such a small daughter company like
DD, which was satisfied with the SAP
version for small companies, named
SAP B1 (Business One), abbreviated
SBO. Until September 30th we were
working heavily in the project and
on October 1st DD went on line
with the new system. For the time
being we still run double-tracked
in a special area but DD is looking
forward to working exclusively with
the system within foreseeable time.

It was a special pleasure for Mrs.
Elena Milliard and myself, having
had the chance of visiting the Daabon
headquarters in Santa Marta this
year. It was an interesting journey
and a nice impression to experience
Colombia oneself and to meet the
colleagues in the Edificio Bahia
Centro in Santa Marta personally.

Berlin, 03. - 05.-02.2010
Halle 25, Stand D07

Nürnberg, 17. – 20.02.2010
Halle 2, Stand 220

DAABON group committed towards…

“

One of the big discussions leading up
to the Copenhagen climate change
conference is how to increase the
participation of the developing world in
climate change mitigation,” he said. “And
one of the big proposals is instead of
project-by-project emissions reductions,
to move an entire sector into mitigation
at once so youcan really begin to make
an impact. This is what Colombia´s palm
producers have done.”
While a WWF sustainable palm oil
initiative has got off to a shaky start, with
only one per cent of available stocks sold
to date, James Fry, managing director of

From page 4

agricultural economics consulting firm
LMC, says palm companies may have
little choice but to capture methane
emissions if they are to meet tighter
regulations for the use of
biodiesel in the US and the European
Union.

Mr. Andres Martinez, beneficiary of the
new CDM project
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“The reality is that palm oil internationally
does not always have a good image,” says
Dr Fry. “What is attractive about projects
to capture methane is that you actually
don’t just need to burn it and waste it
- more and more of the electric power in
countries will have to come from these
kinds of renewable sources.”
Taken from: FINANCIAL TIMES, LONDON

FROM COLOMBIA

New requirements and certifications
for a practice code on sustainable
management, LCA’s and management

By Diego Garcia- Brochen Manager Jules Brochenin / France

T

he 21st century
has begun with
unimaginable
strength, adjusting and
refining our compromise
with “work well done”.
Brochenin, being a pioneer
in the commercialization
and marketing of organic
certified agricultural produce
for over 20 years, is now
a pioneer in sustainable
development practices and
adapted
entrepreneurial
management.
Our common practices based
on traceability and social
and Organic certifications
leads us directly into
supporting biodiversity,
renewable energy use, water
management programs, Life
Cycle Assessments, ecopacking and last but not least,
avoidance of green wash.
These concepts are highly
accepted as greenhouse gases
control methods, loss of
biodiversity and collective
Colombian
development.
They are vital for everyone
living in this tiny planet.

Flow Diagram, Traceability System in place by DAABON

In France, the Organic business
union, Synabio, has developed
an auto control protocol
aimed to implement major
sustainable
development
changes over the next years,
divided into chapters: strategy
and hierarchy challenge, social
responsibility and loyalty,
commitment to the organic

movement, commercial
r e l a t i o n s , t r a n s p a r e n c y,
open communications,
harmonization, quality
assurance, environmental
responsibility and, industrial
quality. This gives out hope
to the public and anchors the
movement to a solid regional
movement.

There is a whole array of new
certifications on the way,
better said, a new type that
seeks and identifies criteria
that have to be implemented
with a lot more detail and
practices; making it not a
paper statement as it actually
is.
This is why Brochenin,
DAABON and its main
customers will be a part of
several program carried out
by NGO’s (such as Proforest,
WWF-Colombia, etc) as a
builder of such protocols,
under the supervision of the
organic supplement industry
(such as Werz and Organic
Sur).
The spirit and initiative and
a long term vision has always
guided the true involving
Organic movement. We take
advantage of this Fair News
edition to ask all of the
organic operators to give out
their ideas related to “new
certifications” as to harmonize
our joint efforts.

* Synabio brand

Organic and sustainable Palm oil traceability
system
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Organic foods steady in economic storm
By Jana Cichowski, Daabon Organic USA Sales

believe that this trend would have
continued. Hartman Group research
shows the U.S. organic market is far
from reaching a saturation point, though
projected 2009 growth is expected to be
below 10% for the first time since the
industry has been tracked formally. But
this decline is far less than that of other,
similar industries.

Palm products exported by C.I. Tequendama and imported by
DAABON USA.

T

he collapse of the U.S. housingmarket in the latter half of 2008
brought on dramatic economic
changes in the United States and around
the world. With U.S. unemployment
rates hovering around 10%, the highest it
has been since the recession of the early
‘80’s, America is struggling to recover. Job
and pay cuts have affected many. Nearly
1 out of every 7 mortgages is currently
past due. If unemployment continues to
rise, Americans will see numbers equaling
those of the Great Depression following
the 1929 stock market crash.
Clearly the crisis is far from over, but
the dust of the latest market crash has
begun to settle leaving Americans with
a new attitude toward the value of their
hard-earned dollars. For the first time in
years, consumers are saving more and,
more importantly, they are evaluating
their purchases. Quality has retained a
foothold in a market that, only a few
years earlier, favored quantity.
Prompted by rising gas and energy prices
in 2008, the American sustainability
movement was just gaining momentum
prior to the crash. Many consumers were
willing to pay a bit more for “ethical”
or “green” products. But even after the
market crash, the desire to purchase
these products remained and it was at
that point that something new happened.
For years, organic sustainable products
occupied only the premium shelves of
many US supermarkets. If retailers were
to increase their share of this growing
sustainable market, in the midst of a
bleak economic downturn, they needed
to make some changes. A number of
major retailers such as Wal-Mart Stores,
Inc. and Safeway, Inc. began to expand

their “green” offerings. With immense
buying power, their green-product prices
now rival some conventional products,
making the selection of ethical or organic
products easier, even for the American
with less disposable income. Now, unlike
the projections for many other products,
supermarket sales of environmentally
sustainable or “ethical” products - from
energy-efficient light bulbs to organic
produce – are expected to rise significantly
in the next few years.
The organic food industry growth in
2008 in the US was at 15.8%, supporting
claims that the organic movement was
gaining ground in the US. Had the
housing bubble not burst, many experts

Many consumers were
willing to pay a bit more
for “ethical” or “green”
products.

Continued awareness and concern for
quality and health (especially for children,
personal, and family welfare), has moved
consumers more strongly today than ever
before toward organic food categories.
In 2008, for instance, 62 percent of
organic buyers said they were willing to
pay 30 percent more for organic milk vs.
conventional milk. Similarly, in 2008,
65 percent of buyers were willing to pay
more for organic meat/poultry compared
to 54 percent in 2006. If large retailers
continue to support this market and use
their buying power to provide consumers
with sustainable organic products at
competitive prices, 2010 numbers may
surpass expectations.
At Daabon Organic USA palm oil
sales slowed in early 2009 as cautious
manufacturers cut back on inventories,
but by mid-2009 sales had rebounded,
due in large part to a faithful customer
base that is committed to organic and
sustainable palm oil. What could have
been a year of sub standard results,
given the weak state of the economy,
actually ended on a satisfactory note.
Daabon Organic U.S.A. ends the year
2009 well positioned to finalize various
new business opportunities currently on
the horizon, and in 2010 plans to take
advantage of the sustainable movement
momentum and is developing new valueadded products for the North American
market. What has in the past been a niche
market will continue to evolve towards
the mainstream as increasing numbers
of savvy, conscientious consumers
recognize the value of sustainable and
organic food.

Quality assurance during the packing and stocking
process in the Tequendama refinery
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DAABON’s Social events
during 2009

FROM COLOMBIA

By Fair News Team

Mr. Alberto Davila (Middle) receiving a merit plate given by
FEDEPALMA

O

Mr. Alberto Davila Diaz Granados,
DAABON Group President, the Palm
Merit Award, “golden level”, due to
his 30 years of dedicated work to the
Colombian palm oil industry.

Awards:

n May 27th, 2009, during the opening of the
XXVII Colombian Federation of Palm Growers
–Fedepalma- meeting held in Santa Marta, the
executive president Mr. Jens Mesa Dishington, awarded Mr.
Alberto Davila Diaz Granados, DAABON Group President,
the Palm Merit Award, “golden level”, due to his 30 years
of dedicated work to the Colombian palm oil industry.
This same month, in a private event held by the National
Police Department, Mr. Alberto Davila was also awarded

by the Magdalena Police Department, through the colonel
Roque Angel Lara Tello, the seal of the Department of
Magdalena in virtue of his dedication to the Santa Marta
area
Continues page 16

Coronel Roque Lara Tello from the Police Department
presents Mr. Alberto Davila with a recognition seal

Mr. Juan Carlos Davila (left), giving Mr. Henry Varela a
recognition for his work
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DAABON’s Social events...

By Fair News Team

From page 15

Dinner, Christmas Party and awards for
the DAABON employees in December
2009

I

t has always been a tradition at the DAABON group,
to have a dinner party and, in this event, award the
employees for their constant dedication. This is why
with the happiness of years past, this event held friends,
family and a lot of hope for 2010. As always there were a
lot of prices, gifts and awards from the high executives.
Mrs. Ketty Paternina, Human Resources Manager at DAABON giving
presents to the children of the workers in C.I. La Samaria S.A.

Mr. Laureano Saavedra receives recognition for over
30 years of work in the company.

Party and dinner offered for the workers at
C.I. Tequendama S.A.

Dinner for the managers of the group
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